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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What is
repetition of words ? - repeating of a word, within a sentence in order to provide emphasis. This
book covers the following topics: structure (1)- word + and + word structure (2)- comparative + and
+ comparative structure (3)- word + after + word structure (4)- word + by + word structure (5)- word
+ to + word structure (6)- word + on/upon + word structure (7)- word + against/of/for/in/with +
word structure (8)- the more, less, etc., the more, less, etc. structure (9)- repetition of various words
structure (10)- repetition of words more than once structure (11)- repetition of group of words
structure (12)- repetition of two different words structure (13)- miscellaneous patterns exercises
sample this - Structure (1) ---- Word + and + Word -- This pattern is generally used to show
continuation or repetition of an activity , or presence of many things or people of the same kind .
01a. -- Many people do not repeat their mistake again and again. 01b. -- She was wiping her tears
again...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it absolutely was writtern very properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Amanda Larkin
Excellent e-book and useful one. It is writter in straightforward phrases rather than confusing. I am just very happy to explain how here is the finest
publication i have got read through in my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- Viva Schuster
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